**XC880A Data Logging Scale**

**POWERFUL**
Comes ready to handle up to 4 scales to count individual parts in the milligram range and bulk quantities weighing thousands of pounds.

**FLEXIBLE**
Bright status lights can check weigh any product or parts package.

**ACCURATE**
Displays average piece weight to six decimal places and even more.

**RUGGED**
All steel construction, built to handle nearly any factory environment.

**Clear**
Fiber Optic Backlighting shows weight or count in any lighting condition.

**Convenient**
Full time alpha numeric keyboard makes data entry quick and easy. Keys can be disabled to prevent errors.

**Easy**
2nd prompting display guides the operator through every step.

**Fast**
Parts counting can be done by a single keystroke.

**Intelligent**
Store and recall hundreds or even thousands of part numbers and files.

**AND THERE'S MORE.................................................**